
Telefire is a leading Israeli company in fire detection and 

suppression domain. New Telefire apps (first of a kind in Israel) 

assist in deployment and service of the systems, provide remote / 

on-site monitoring and control, real-time alerts and system status in 

sites. It guarantees a streamlined workflow for technicians and 

peace of mind for clients.
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The Ecosystem

Telefire Mobile - Mobile app for technicians Alerto - Mobile app for site staff

Back-Office - Desktop app for site management companies

The app allows technicians to monitor, maintain and 

test the systems, assists in deployment of the systems 

on-site, offers diagnostic tools, remote control and 

real-time alerts.  

Alerto allows to respond to faults and fire alerts in real 

time, assists in preventing malfunctions, keeps track of 

the maintenance schedule and provides 

recommendations for maintenance.

The back-office supports the operation efforts by giving the 

overview status of all sites within the company, providing real-time 

alerts and maintenance notifications, offering user management 

and technician allocation. 



Telefire Mobile

Some of the app wireframes

Overview of the sites Faults list in a site Detector sensibility calibration Leakage detection



Alerto

Some of the app wireframes

General overview - fire alarm General overview - no events Maintenance recommendations Facility overview



Back-Office

Sites overview wireframe



Discovery

✔ Interviews with technicians, getting familiar with their 

workflow and practices

✔ Getting familiar with the product line

✔ Weekly meetings with the team: head of 

development, technical managers, product and 

project managers

✔ Hands-on workshops



Challenges

• Designing 3 apps from scratch

• Technological challenges and constraints - we had to 

adapt to various hardware requirements

• Dealing with safety and security regulations

• Frequently changing requirements

• Migrating the workflow of technicians to the new app



Takeaways

Thank You!

Telefire has made a successful leap to the cloud based solutions (first of a kind in Israel) in the fire detection 

and suppression domain, which puts them ahead of the competition and guarantees peace of mind for their 

clients, streamlined workflow for technicians and faster response times to events.

I’m grateful for the given opportunity to be part of the team on this challenging, very interesting and 

important project.   
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